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Dynamics of squeeze-out: Theory and experiments
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We consider the dynamics of squeeze-out of a molecularly thin confined two-dimensional~2D!
liquidlike layer. The squeeze-out is described by a generalized 2D Navier–Stokes equation which is
solved exactly for the limiting case where the squeeze-out nucleates at the center of the contact area,
and where the~perpendicular! three-dimensional pressure profile is Hertzian. We also present
numerical results for the case where the nucleation is off-center. The theoretical results are in good
agreement with recent experimental data by two of us for octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane. In light of
our theoretical model calculations, we also discuss the spatially resolved diffusion experiments of
Mukhopadhyay et al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.89, 136103 ~2002!#. Here, we obtain a puzzling
disagreement between theory and experiment which requires more investigation. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1574790#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sliding friction is one of the oldest problems in physic
and undoubtedly has a huge practical importance.1–3 In re-
cent years, the ability to produce durable low-friction s
faces and lubricants has become an important factor in
miniaturization of moving components in technologically a
vanced devices. For such applications, the interest is focu
on the stability under pressure of thin lubricant films, sin
the complete squeeze-out of the lubricant from an interf
may give rise to cold-welded junctions, resulting in high fri
tion and catastrophically large wear.

When two elastic solids with curved but atomical
smooth surfaces are brought into contact in a fluid, a sm
circular ~or eliptic! Hertzian contact area is formed, whe
the surfaces are parallel and separated by an integer nu
of monolayers of trapped lubricant fluid. Outside this cont
area the solid walls are curved, and separated by a lubri
film with a thickness which increases continuously with t
distance from the periphery of the contact area.

It has been shown both experimentally and theoretic
that when simple fluids~quasispherical molecules and line
hydrocarbons! are confined between atomically flat surfac
at microscopic separations, the behavior of the lubrican
mainly determined by its interaction with the solids that
duce layering in the perpendicular direction.4–11The thinning
of the lubrication film occurs stepwise, by expulsion of ind
vidual layers. These layering transitions appear to be t
mally activated.12,13 Under strong confinement condition
some lubricant fluids become solidlike.4–11 Other fluids, no-
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tably water,14,15remain liquidlike up to the last layer that ca
be removed upon squeezing.

The phenomenology of layering transitions in 2D-soli
like boundary lubrication has been studied in Refs. 16 a
17. We have shown in a series of computer simulations18 that
the layering transitions are sometimes initiated in solidl
layers by a disordering transition, after which the lubrica
behaves in a liquidlike manner for the rest of the sque
process. Since the typical lateral extension in surface fo
apparatus~SFA! experiments is of the order 10–100mm
~much greater than atomic dimensions!, it is reasonable to
expect thatduring the layering transitionthe squeeze-ou
can often be described in the framework of 2D continuu
fluid mechanics.

Such layering transitions were recently observed for
first time by Mugele and Salmeron for a chain alcoh
C11H23OH ~Refs. 19, 20!, by imaging the lateral variation o
the gap between the solid surfaces as a function of time
those experiments they were able to study then51→0 tran-
sition. More recently, in a refined experimental setup, two
us21 were able to image several layering transitions (n→n
21, n55,4,3,2) of the silicone oil octamethylcyclotetras
loxane ~OMCTS, spherical molecule, diameter;10 Å) in
great detail.

The basic theory of 2D squeeze-out dynamics was
scribed in Ref. 12. Initially the system is trapped in a me
stable state at the initial film thickness. Squeeze-out start
a thermally activated nucleation process in which a den
fluctuation forms a small hole, of critical radiusRc;10 Å.
Once formed, a 2D pressure differenceDp develops between
the boundary line separating the squeezed-out region f
the rest of the system, and the~circular! boundary line of the
il:
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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11161J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 24, 22 June 2003 Dynamics of squeeze-out: Theory and experiment
contact area, thus driving out the rest of the 2D fluid. T
origin of Dp is the elastic relaxation of the confining solid
at the boundary line as is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In principle, the same reasoning of the 2D squeeze-
model for n51→0 transition applies ton52 or n53 ~or
larger n) lubricant films. Molecular dynamics compute
simulations~e.g., Ref. 18! for weakly adsorbed films~phys-
isorbed molecules! show thatduring squeeze-out there ar
no shear deformations of the film in thez direction perpen-
dicular to the interface, and slip occurs at the solid–fi
interfaces. Under these conditions we can treat the film as
during squeeze-out, and use the~modified! 2D Navier–
Stokes equation as if the film is liquidlike in thex–y plane
as assumed in our numerical simulations~which agree well
with the experimental data!. Note that Navier–Stokes hydro
dynamics are, in principle, invalid for a strict 2D~infinitely
extended! fluid. We consider this, however, to be of pure
academic interest. The corrections to quantities such as
viscosity depend logarithmically on the size of the physi
system and are small even for macroscopic systems~the situ-
ation is similar to that of 2D elastic solids!. Furthermore, it
has been shown22 that the frictional coupling to the third
dimension~which is included in our treatment! will regulate
the theory.

It has been shown experimentally and theore
cally19,20,23,24that instabilities in the boundary line betwee
the squeezed and nonsqueezed areas leads to a lower b
on the typical roughness wavelengthlc of the interfacial
line. Another interesting experimental observation we
trapped fluid pockets left behind long after the bulk of t
squeeze is done. The typical size of these fluid pockets
shown to be of orderlc .

The theoretical and simulation work of the present pa
were stimulated by our recent measurements, which will
presented in more detail elsewhere.21 With a greatly refined
experimental setup, two of us were able to image then→n
21 (n55,4,3,2) layering transitions for OMCTS confine
between two flat mica surfaces. The spatial resolution w
good enough to extract detailed information of the squee
out dynamics. Here, we compare these experimental
with our hydrodynamic squeeze-out theory. We note that
is the first rigorous test of this theory. New computer sim
lations results are presented for the case where the line
ergy at the squeeze-out boundary is much higher than in
earlier studies. This leads to a smooth boundary line as
served in the new experimental presented below. The ph

FIG. 1. Because of the curvature of the solid walls at the boundary line
perpendicular pressureP0 will give rise to a parallel force component actin
on the 2D-lubrication film.
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cal reason for the difference in the line energy between
new21 and older19,20 experiments is related to the differenc
in the thickness of the mica films~see the discussion below
in Sec. IV!. Under these circumstances, we show that
evolution of the boundary line separating the squeezed
nonsqueezed areas is quasicircular both in experiments
in simulations. These observations led us to derive new e
solution for a model of 2D circular squeeze-out; we calcul
the radius as a function of time for the case of a Hertz
contact pressure, with the nucleation of squeeze-out in
center of the contact area and circular growth.

Finally, we analyze analytically and via simulations th
effect of normal stress variations. In a very recent pa
Mukhopadhyayet al.25 have used fluorescence correlatio
spectroscopy to study diffusion in molecularly thin confin
layers of OMCTS in a surface force apparatus~SFA! experi-
ment. Spatially resolved measurements showed that tran
tional diffusion slows exponentially as the probe position
moved from the edges of the contact, in the radial directi
toward the center. Assuming a Hertzian contact, the decre
in diffusivity is naturally associated with the increase in t
normal pressure. Based on the Einstein relation, one ma
tempted to assume that the microscopic sliding friction,h̄,
which enters in the squeeze-out dynamics~see below!, will
have a similar pressure dependence as the~inverse of the!
diffusivity, suggesting that friction reflects a disproportiona
contribution from those more sluggish molecules that res
near the center of a contact zone. However, we show be
that this assumption leads to a squeeze-out dynamics in c
pletedisagreementwith the experiments of reported in Se
II. One tentative explanation for this puzzling result is th
the nature of the lubrication film changes during squeeze-
from a solidlike state before squeeze-out to a liquidlike st
during squeeze-out~and most likely also during sliding!.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II prese
experimental results. The hydrodynamic squeeze-out the
is briefly described in Sec. III and applied to the case
Hertzian contact pressure distribution. We also discuss
details of the numerical method and simulation. In Sec.
we present numerical results and compare with the new
perimental data for OMCTS. In Sec. V we discuss the
periments of Mukhopadhyayet al., and present analytica
and numerical results for squeeze-out when the sliding f
tion h̄ depends exponentially on the perpendicular press
~which is assumed to be of the Hertzian form!. Section VI
present the summary and conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We observed the squeeze-out of thin films of OMCTS
an SFA geometry upon pressing two confining mica surfa
together with continuously increasing load. The experim
is similar to previous drainage experiments;26 however, the
optical setup of the instrument was modified, such that
obtained two-dimensional images of the liquid layer.19 The
transmitted intensity is converted to thickness using w
established techniques for the optical properties
multilayers.27

e
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Like in Ref. 22, we found that the average film thickne
h first decreases continuously, as expected for a bulk liq
Below a thickness of;5 nm, however,h decreases in a
series of discrete steps, each corresponding toDh5(0.95
60.1) nm, i.e., the diameter of one OMCTS molecule. If t
contact area is sufficiently large, we can follow the evoluti
of h as a function of time and of position within the conta
area. Figure 2 shows a series of consecutive snapshot im
taken during the transition fromn53 to n52. It shows that
the ~brighter! n52 island first appears close to the center
the contact area and then spreads across the whole co
area within about 3 seconds. While the boundary line is
proximately circular initially, it deforms slightly as it ap
proaches the edge of the contact area~second row!. At this
time, some sections of the boundary line assume a nega
curvature~see the black arrows!.

From Fig. 2, we determined also the effective rad
r (t)5@A(t)/p#1/2 of the (n21) island. For the sake of com
parison to our analytical model of the layering transition~see
below!, it is useful to normalizer (t) by the radiusR
5(A0 /p)1/2 of the contact area and plot it versus the timt
normalized by the squeeze-out timetexp @cf. Eqs.~5!, ~9! in
Sec. III below, where we also discuss the procedure of
culating it#. The result is plotted as open symbols in Fig.

III. THEORY

We focus on the evolution of the boundary line separ
ing then andn21 regions during the layering transitionn
→n21 for 2D-liquidlike films, when the nucleation of th
layering transition occurs either in the center or off-cen
Since the lubrication film is assumed to be in a 2D-liqu
like state, the basic equations of motion for the lubricat
film are the continuity equation and the~generalized!
Navier–Stokes equation for the 2D-velocity fieldv(x,t) ~we
assume an incompressible 2D fluid!.1,12

¹•v50, ~1!

FIG. 2. Experimental snapshots of the contact area during then53→2
layering transition~time between subsequent images: 0.1 second. Scale
25 mm!. The initial gray level corresponds to a film thickness ofn53
monolayers, and the brighter final one ton52. Black arrows points to
segments of the boundary line with negative curvature formed close to
edge of the contact zone. The white arrow indicates the direction of tim
Downloaded 09 Jun 2003 to 132.66.16.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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mna
¹p1n¹2v2h̄v, ~2!

where p is the 2D pressure,n the 2D-kinematic viscosity,
and mna is the mass density. The last term in~2! describes
the ‘‘drag force’’ from the solid walls acting on the fluid.

The contact area between the two solids surfaces is ta
to have circular shape with radiusR. Assume first that the
initial nucleation occurs at the center of the contact. If w
neglect the instability effect,13 then by symmetry the interfa
cial line between the squeezed and nonsqueezed area
circular shape of radiusr (t). Let p1(r ) be the 2D pressure a
the ~inner! moving boundary line andp0 the spreading pres
sure at the~outer! boundary of the contact~at r 5R). From
the equations above, one can show that12

dA~ t !

dt
lnFA~ t !

A0
G52

4p~p12p0!

mnah̄
, ~3!

where the squeezed-out areaA(t)5pr 2 and the total contac
area isA05pR2. In Refs. 12 and 24, we have shown th
p15p01P(r )a, whereP(r ) is the normal stress acting i
the contact area~we assume circular symmetry!, anda is the
width of the layer, typically of order 1 nm. If we assum
constant normal stressP0 , thenp15p01P0a is position in-
dependent, and12

A~ t !

A0
S lnFA~ t !

A0
G21D52

t

t
, ~4!

wheret is the time for complete squeeze-out

t5
mnah̄A0

4pP0a
. ~5!

IntroducingÃ5A/A0 and t̃ 5t/t, Eq. ~4! transforms to

Ã~ t̃ !~ ln Ã~ t̃ !21!52 t̃ . ~6!

Under most normal circumstances, a Hertzian cont
pressure distribution is a much better approximation, lead
to squeeze dynamics in good agreement to experiments23,24

The Hertzian pressure is

P~r !5
3

2
P0S 12

r 2

R2D 1/2

. ~7!

Combining Eqs.~3! and ~7!, we get~in reduced units!

dÃ

d t̃
ln Ã52

3

2
A12Ã. ~8!

Equation~8! is easy to integrate, yielding

t̃5
4

3
FA12Ã~ ln Ã22!1lnS11A12Ã

12A12Ã
D 122 ln 4G. ~9!

On the other hand, if the squeeze starts off-center
symmetry properties assumed above are no longer valid,
one has to turn to numerical calculations. In that case
have shown23,24 that the equations of motion can be tran
formed to a simpler form. Thus, using dimensional arg
ments, Eq.~2! can be simplified to
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¹p1mnah̄v50. ~10!

This approximation assumes that the flow field is able
rearrange itself much faster than the interfacial line moti
From ~10! it follows that

v5¹f, ~11!

where

f52p/mnah̄. ~12!

The continuity equation~1! then gives

¹2f50, ~13!

which is a convenient starting point for numerical treatme
Equation~13! differs from Eq.~6! or ~9! such that the ex-
plicit time dependence is absent. It is aquasistaticapproxi-
mation, assuming that the flow field rearranges on a m
faster time scale than the motion of the interface line se
rating the squeezed and nonsqueezed areas. Our num
approach to this moving-boundary problem has been
cussed in Refs. 23 and 24. It is a kinetic Monte Carlo~MC!
scheme where at each step the flow field is recalculated
used for growing the squeezed area. In particular, apply
this numerical scheme to centrosymmetriclike conditio
yields ~with a reasonable choice of physical and numeri
conditions! results in very good agreement with Eqs.~6! or
~9!. In Refs. 23 and 24 we have also discussed the cas
position-dependent friction to account for pinning of flu
patches, along with a numerical scheme for simulating
continuum mechanics problem.

Another important feature of the theoretical treatmen
the generic nature of our predictions. Given the underly
assumption that the expelled fluid is in a 2D liquidlike sta
any squeeze process can be scaled to dimensionless are
time variables (Ã5A/A0 , t̃ 5t/t) for which the dynamics is
universal. Different squeeze processes, such as varioun
→n21 transitions or even different lubricants, are asso
ated with different values of physical parameters~such as
density microscopic frictionh̄), therefore different scaling
factors.t is a function of the microscopic fluid paramete
and of the experimental setup.A0 is only a function of the
experimental setup. Scaling experimental~or simulations! re-
sults to reduced units is simple and automatic if we assu
that at short enough times the squeeze process evolve
centrosymmetric fashion, following Eq.~9!. A0 is assumed to
be known experimentally, and thus we evaluate the rig
hand side of Eq.~9!. For short times it is a linear function
with slope 1/t. This procedure proved to be very accurate

In what follows, however, we study only universal a
pects of the squeeze process, and compare our calculatio
the experimental results discussed in Sec. II for the 3→2
transition.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start with analyzing the two analytical solutions
the idealized centrosymmetric squeeze. Figure 3 shows
analytical solutions to the centrosymmetric case both fo
Hertzian squeezing pressure@continuous line, given by Eq
~9!# and for a constant pressure@dash-dotted line, given by
Downloaded 09 Jun 2003 to 132.66.16.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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~6!#. We show the variation of~a! the squeezed area and~b!
the squeeze radii versus time. It is clearly seen that the H
zian profile predicts faster squeeze-out~by roughly 20%!, but
qualitatively both solutions are similar. In Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!
we have scaled the time so that the squeeze-out time w
be unity in all cases; in this case it is hard to distinguish fro
the qualitative line shapes between the two cases.

We have also performed computer simulations of
squeeze-out process, using the methods discussed abov
in Ref. 24. In the present experiments~Fig. 2, see also Ref
21! the squeeze process started close to the center, an
interfacial line was smooth on the length scale of the con
radiusR. Thus, no fluid was trapped in the contact, and t
propagation was nearly centrosymmetric. This is in contr
to previous systems studied in Ref. 19, where the line tens
was low enough to produce a rough boundary line, a
trapped fluid islands. The value of line tension, however
related to the effective elasticity of the mica substrates.13 The
latter was exceptionally low in Ref. 19, because the m
thickness was,500 nm then, whereas it is 2.5mm in the
present experiments. For our simulations, we chose a c
bination of parameters for the line tension and the smoo
ening dynamics24 such as to reproduce the smooth bound
lines shown in Fig. 2.

In our computer simulations two cases were consider
one in which the squeeze-out started in the center of
contact area, and another which started slightly off-cen
(r 50.15R). Figure 4 shows snapshots of the two system
Note that the roughness of the boundary line is of the ri
length scale, and that~as expected! the boundary line of the
off-center case propagates faster toward the nearest ed
the contact area, while the centered case evolves in a qu
symmetrical fashion.

As stated above, we have used in the simulations a
netic Monte Carlo~MC! scheme, where the MC time scale
linearly related to the physical time scale:t̃ 5atMC ~note that
the MC time scale itself is nonlinearly related to the numb

FIG. 3. Analytical solutions to the centrosymmetric squeeze problem,
Hertzian normal stress~continuous line! and constant stress profile~dash-

dotted line!. ~a! Reduced area and~b! reduced radii (r̃ 5AÃ) of the
squeezed circle vs reduced time.~c! and~d! show the same as~a! and~b! but
now with the Hertzian curves scaled such that the total squeeze time w
be the same as in the constant stress case~see the text!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of MC steps in the simulation; see Ref. 24 for more detai!.
In order to properly scale the results we plot the left-ha
side of Eq.~9! ~with Ã data from the simulations! versustMC

to find the scaling factora.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the effective rad

of the squeezed area. We show both simulations results
the analytical result@from Fig. 3~d!#. The effectiveradius is
defined by r̃ 5Ã1/2. The agreement between the analytic
formula and the simulations is excellent; the results dif
only toward the end of the squeeze-out process (0.8,t/t
,1), where the circular symmetry is completely lost. Mo
remarkable is the agreement between the off-center sim
tions and the analytical solution, which is centrosymmet
It is easy to qualitatively understand why the squeeze tim
prolonged when the symmetry is broken: the flow lines
longer point only in the radial direction but a more compl
flow pattern occurs in the 2D fluid such that the net flow o
of the boundaries of the contact region is slower. Sim

FIG. 4. Simulation snapshots of squeeze dynamics. Initial~small! squeezed
circular zone is assumed located in the center of the contact~left figures! and
slightly off-center (r 50.15R, right figures!. The black area indicates
squeezed zones and white the fluid ones. The overall shape of the co
area is circular. Time arrow is also indicated.
Downloaded 09 Jun 2003 to 132.66.16.23. Redistribution subject to AI
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effects were observed in previous publications23,24where dif-
ferent time scales in the squeeze-out process were repo
In particular, we have shown there that the squeeze rate
creases as the boundary line becomes more complex. Fi
5 shows that the relation between the effective radiusr and
the squeeze timet is rather insensitive both to where th
squeeze-out nucleates and to the detailed form of
squeezed-out area. This is a very important result sinc
practical applications the squeeze-out will never start exa
in the center of the contact area, and the squeezed-out re
will never be perfectly circular.

The agreement between simulations results and the
perimental data during most of the squeeze process
shown in Fig. 5, is quite remarkable. Similarly remarkable
the qualitative agreement at long times, when compared
the qualitative deviation of the analytical result that is bas
on the circular symmetry assumption. This emphasizes
deviation from circular symmetry at long times, and in pa
ticular the slowdown of the squeeze-out rate as compare
that predicted from the circular symmetry model, as the m
source of disagreement between theory and experiment.
exact amount of slowdown in not so easy to predict, a
likely depends on the line energy which we do not kno
accurately, and also because it will depend on statistical~e.g.,
thermal! fluctuations in the system. It may possibly eve
vary from one experimental run to another~this has not been
tested experimentally yet!.

Finally, let us compare the theory with the experimen
From Fig. 2, we saw that circular symmetry approximate
prevailed up to the seventh or the eighth image. Since
analytical solution is based on circular symmtery we c
expect it to hold only up to this time. The calculation of th
experimental squeeze-time parametertexp @cf. Eq. ~5!# is the
result of a linear fit to Eq.~9!, as discussed in Sec. III. A
shown in Fig. 5, the agreement between the experime
data and the theory is quite good, and we conclude that
OMCTS film most likely is in a 2Dliquidlike state, at least
during squeeze-out. This assumption is further supported
recent computer simulations of Perssonet al.18

act

FIG. 5. Effective squeeze radii from experiments simulations and analy
calculations. All calculations used Hertz stress profile.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. POSITION-DEPENDENT RADIAL FRICTION

In a very recent paper Mukhopadhyayet al.25 have used
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy to study diffusion
molecularly thin confined layers of OMCTS. Spatially r
solved measurements showed that translational diffus
slows exponentially with increasing perpendicular press
from the edges of a Hertzian contact toward the center, s
gesting that friction reflects a disproportionate contribut
from those more sluggish molecules that reside near the
ter of a contact zone. Based on the Einstein relation, one
be tempted to assume that the sliding friction,h̄, which en-
ters in the squeeze-out dynamics, will have a similar press
dependence as the~inverse of the! diffusivity. Note that the
validity of Einstein relation under our conditions cannot
taken for granted, although it is consistent with our assum
tion that the lubricant is in aliquidlike state during squeeze
out. In any case, we show below that this assumption lead
a squeeze-out dynamics in completedisagreementwith the
experiments shown in Fig. 2. One tentative explanation
this puzzling result is that the nature of the lubrication fi
changes at the onset of squeeze-out, from a solidlike s
before squeeze-out to a liquidlike state during squeeze
~and most likely also during sliding!.

In this section we analyze analytically and numerica
the implications ofassuminga position-dependent friction
Mukhopadhyay observed that the diffusivity in a thre
monolayer-thick OMCTS film depended exponentially
the perpendicular pressure,D;exp@2aP(r)#, wherea is an
empirical exponent andP(r ) is the normal stress which w
will take to be of the Hertzian form. In accordance with t
Einstein relation, we will assumeh̄;1/D so that h̄(r )
;exp@aP(r)#. Thus, if h0 denote the average friction

h̄~r !5
h0 exp@aP~r !#

~2/R2!*0
Rr exp@aP~r !#dr

. ~14!

Putting in the Hertzian pressure profile@Eq. ~7!# and turning
to the reduced length units, we obtain

h̄~ r̃ !5h0K exp@lA12 r̃ 2#, ~15!

K5
l2/2

12el1lel , ~16!

with l5(3/2)aP0 . In Fig. 6 we show the frictionh̄(r ) for a
few differentl. From the diffusion experiments reported o
in Ref. 25 we deducel58.6. Let us now study the implica
tions of using ~15! for the simplified centrosymmetric
squeeze. In the quasistatic approximation, we have

]p

]r
52mn0h̄v, ~17!

where

v~r ,t !5
B~ t !

r
, ~18!

whereB(t) is some auxiliary unknown function of time only
Thus

]p

]r
52mn0h̄~r !

B~ t !

r
. ~19!
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Integrating fromr 5r 1(t) to r 5R gives

p12p05mn0B~ t !E
r 1

R

dr
h̄~r !

r
. ~20!

Using Eq.~18! with r 5r 1(t) andv(r 1 ,t)5 ṙ 1 , we get

B~ t !5r 1ṙ 1 , ~21!

and

p12p05mn0r 1ṙ 1E
r 1

R

dr
h̄~r !

r
, ~22!

or

E
0

r 1
dr8

r 8

p1~r 8!2p0
E

r 8

R

dr9
h̄~r 9!

r 9
5t. ~23!

In the present case this gives, withx5r 8/R andy5r 9/R

E
0

r /R

dxE
x

1

dy
x

y

exp@l~12y2!1/2#

~12x2!1/2 5
3t

8Kt
. ~24!

In the limit l→0 we getK→1 and Eq.~24! reduces to

E
0

r /R

dx
x logx

~12x2!1/252
3t

8t
. ~25!

SinceÃ5(r /R)2, this equation is equivalent to Eq.~9!.
In Fig. 7 we show the dependence of the squeeze ra

on time for different values of the parameterl. From the
diffusion experiments in Ref. 25 we deducel'8.6. Note
that whenl increases, the squeeze-out is slower at the e
stages where the frictionh̄.h0 up to r̃ 1'0.7, where it be-
comes significantly faster. However, the complete squee
out time is rather insensitive to the value ofl, and even for
very largel it is only ;15% smaller than forl50. The
reduction in the squeeze-out time saturates as we increal.

We have also performed computer simulations with
position-dependent friction given by Eq.~15!, for various
values of thel parameter, ranging from zero~position-
independent friction! to 8.6, which is similar to the experi
mental value deduced from the diffusivity data.25 The

FIG. 6. Position-dependent radial friction for various values of the expon
tial parameterl.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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results are summarized in Fig. 8. Figure 8 shows that
short times~up to t̃'0.7) the evolution of the squeezed ar
is very similar to the ideal analytical case discussed ab
~Fig. 7!. However, for longer times the simulation resu
strongly diverge from the prediction of centrosymmet
squeeze, and the squeeze-out time becomes many orde
magnitude longer~which we could not follow! than what
follows by assuming centrosymmetric squeeze. This effec
due to the breaking of the circular symmetry, and to
formation of~temporary! trapped fluid islands~see Fig. 9 for
an example!. In Ref. 24 we have already shown und

FIG. 7. Squeeze radius vs time, for different values ofl. Analytical calcu-
lations based on Eq.~24!.

FIG. 8. Simulations with position-dependent friction.
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slightly different conditions that trapped fluid pockets a
squeezed out on a much longer time scale than the in
bulk of the fluid.

It is clear that, if one assumes that the sliding friction
related to the diffusivity via the Einstein relation, th
squeeze-out dynamics predicted with a position-depend
friction is in completedisagreementwith the diffusivity ex-
periments of Mukhopadhyayet al. Our analytical results and
computer simulations shows that only avery weak rdepen-
dence ofh̄ is possible in order to avoid disagreement w
the measurements of the layer expulsion dynamics~Fig. 2!.
We tentatively attribute this observation to a phase trans
mation of the lubrication film from a solidlike state befo
squeeze-out to a liquidlike state during squeeze-out. In
case the observed discrepancy seems to be very fundame
and requires further investigation.

Finally, we note that the pressure indexa observed by
Mukhopadhyay is much larger than what has been obse
from the pressure dependence of bulk liquids. For bulk l
uids the viscosity usually depends exponentially on the p
sure, ;eaP with a'1028 Pa21. In contrast, the pressur
index of the diffusivity observed by Mukhopadhyay is of th
order a'1026 Pa21. If the pressure index of the confine
film would have been as small as observed for bulk liqui
no dependence of the diffusivity on the Hertzian press
would be expected in the measurements reported on in
25.

VI. SUMMARY

The continuum mechanics theory of squeeze-out
been solved analytically for a Hertzian normal stress a
centrosymmetric squeeze-out. For the off-center nuclea
of squeeze-out, we have presented numerical results b
on the kinetic Monte Carlo method. The theoretical resu
have been compared with recent measurements that wi
described in more details elsewhere.21 We find good agree-
ment between theory and experiment which suggests tha
assumption of a 2D liquidlike lubrication films is a goo

FIG. 9. A snapshot picture of the squeeze pattern we obtained when
stopped the simulation (l58.6).
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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approximation, at least for then53→2 transition, to which
the experimental data refer. However, it may very well
that then52→1 andn51→0 squeeze-out transitions a
more solidlike, perhaps involving plastic deformation with
the 2D-lubrication film. So far, we have not been able
squeeze-out the last OMCTS monolayer, but intensive
perimental efforts are underway to probe the nature of
transitions.

We have studied the influence of a position-depend
friction and shown that the resulting squeeze-out dynamic
in completedisagreementwith the diffusivity experiments of
Mukhopadhyayet al. Our analytical results and compute
simulations shows that only a very weakr dependence ofh̄
is possible in order to avoid disagreement with our meas
ments, while the diffusivity data of Mukhopadhyayet al. in-
dicate a very strongr dependence of the diffusivity. We ten
tatively attribute this discrepancy to a phase transforma
of the lubrication film from a solidlike state before squeez
out to a liquidlike state during squeeze-out. The obser
discrepancy requires much more investigation.
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